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At St Joseph’s we intend to ensure every pupil will learn to read, regardless of their 
background, needs or abilities. We are committed to ensuring all children make 

sufficient progress to meet or exceed age-related expectations. 

 

Specific Aims  

To enable children to  

· Develop positive attitudes to develop a love of reading that ensure itis an enjoyable 
and meaningful experience.  

· Use reading to develop fundamental and lifelong skills to access the whole 
curriculum. 

· Develop a range of reading strategies that allow children to tackle reading problems 
and the wider curriculum with confidence.  

· Read and respond to a variety of texts whilst developing an increased level of 
fluency and independence. 

 

Entitlement  

Reading is a fundamental part of the learning experience at St Joseph’s Primary and 
the pupils are given a variety of reading opportunities, including:  

-Early Morning reading (10min at 8:40am- For children attending breakfast club this 
is compulsory.) 

-Whole class reading skills/ comprehension questions. 

-Weekly Guided Reading 

-Visits to the local library termly.  

-Reading for pleasure. (Lunchtime club) 

-Designated story time each day.  (The text is carefully selected and linked to an 
aspect of English or the wider curriculum.  They may include well- loved stories and 
traditional tales that quickly become children’s favourites.  This also links to the 
author of the month.  Children may also hear challenging texts, so they encounter 
more demanding sentences, structures, vocabulary and themes.)  

-Home/ school reading. 

-Hearing text read aloud on a regular basis.  

-Cross curricular reading.  

 



Much of the programme of study is taught through English lessons and daily guided 
reading sessions. There is non- negotiable time set aside for reading throughout the 
day.  

10:10am- Guided Reading 

EYFS- Towards the end of the morning session KS1 12noon and KS2 2:55pm- 
Class Story. 

 

Teaching and Learning  

Reading is one of our main priorities at St Joseph’s.  It is a skill which underpins a 
child’s ability to access the wider curriculum and allows them to broaden their 
vocabulary and develop vivid imaginations. To ensure that pupils at St Joseph’s are 
given the best opportunity to succeed, we ensure that pupils are given daily reading 
teaching that build skills in fluency and comprehension and additional reading for 
pleasure time in dinner times clubs and visits to the local library. We ensure pupils 
are familiar with and enjoy listening to a wide range of stories, poems, rhymes and 
non-fiction. 

 

Early Reading and Phonics 

At St Joseph’s synthetic phonics is taught through RWInc and through discreet 
phonic sessions for Y1.  This well- delivered, synthetic phonics scheme support and 
benefits all children (Including SEND and disadvantaged children).  All children in 
KS1 get the legal requirement of daily phonics lessons.  In RWInc children learn 
sounds and the letters that represent them, and how to form the letters. Then, they 
read books written using only the letters they have learnt (and a small number of 
separately taught red words'). This gives the children plenty of early success and 
builds up their reading confidence. 

The Read Write Inc. Phonics approach teaches children to read sets of sounds and 
then blend them to read words. The books that they read at school will only contain 
the sounds they’ve already learned, so children learn quickly and confidently. 
Opportunities are provided for children to re-read books that match the 
grapheme-phoneme correspondences they know, both at school and at home.  Each 
week children take home a book bag book which matches the teaching from the 
RWInc session that week and previous weeks.  

First children will learn to read: 

● Set 1 Speed Sounds (sounds written with one letter): m a s d t i n p g o c k u b f 
e l h r j v y w z x and sounds written with two letters (your child will call these 
‘special friends’): sh th ch qu ng nk ck 

● Words containing these sounds, by sound-blending, e.g. m–a–t mat, c–a–t cat, 
g–o–t got, f–i–sh fish, s–p–o–t spot, b–e–s–t best, s–p–l–a–sh splash 



● At school, they will read Read Write Inc. PhonicsSound Blending Books and Red, 
Green and Purple Storybooks. 

Whilst they are practising reading stories with words made up of Set 1 Speed 
Sounds, children will also learn to read: 

● Set 2 Speed Sounds: ay ee igh ow oo oo ar or air ir ou oy 
● Words containing these sounds 
● At school, they will read Read Write Inc. Phonics Pink, Orange and Yellow 

Storybooks. 

Whilst they are practising reading stories with words made up of Set 1 and Set 2 
Speed Sounds, children will also learn to read: 

● Set 3 Speed Sounds: ea oi a–e i–e o–e u–e aw are ur er ow ai oa er ire ear ure 
● Words containing these sounds 
● At school, they will read Read Write Inc. Phonics Blue and Grey Storybooks. 

Assessments are carried out every seven weeks, so children quickly make progress 
in their early reading.  Children are then assigned to a specific colour group that 
matches their ability.  RWInc strategies are used to support the development of early 
reading such as: Fred fingers and popcorn.  In addition to this, regular assessment 
checks are made on individual sounds in preparation for the KS1 phonics screening 
test.  Individual or group work is carried out to help and support children who may be 
struggling with a sound.  Early speech and language therapy is identified for SEND 
children.  In the event a child does not pass the Phonics Screening test in Y1 there 
progress is carefully monitored and then assessed internally again at the end of the 
academic year.  

All members of staff, who support children in their development of reading, have 
been trained either by an external provider or internally by the english subject lead. 
This ensures that skills and expertise are constantly developing to support early 
reading.  

Whole Class Guided Reading 

In KS1 and KS2, ‘Cracking Comprehension’ is used to develop reading skills and 
strategies.  When teaching, there is one learning objective for the whole class based 
around the same text. The activities or level of support is adapted for different 
abilities so that all children can access the learning objective and be challenged.  A 
wide range of fiction and non- fiction books are used.  This teaching approach 
embeds comprehension skills and provides children with a mix of print and digital 
resources, fun activities, interactive whiteboard software and recognisable texts. It 
enables children to gain their confidence by developing specific strategies that can 
be used to answer questions. 



These texts have subtle challenge and allow pupils to reinforce fluency, decoding 
and comprehension skills regularly. Additional opportunities are provided for pupils to 
practise and extend reading in other subjects.  

 

Group Guided Reading 

Each child in the class will take part in a weekly guided reading session.  This is an 
opportunity for trained teachers and teaching assistants in the teaching of reading to 
develop and assess the skills of blending, comprehension, fluency and discussion. 
Many strategies will be used by the class teacher to support reading.  For example, 
within the session there will be a mixture of the teacher reading and children reading. 
This provides children with the opportunity to listen for prosody as they read aloud. 
Guided reading allows the teacher to model this and re- read short passages. 
Children may join in with parts of the text or add sound effects.  Within a short text 
the teacher may speak the thoughts about their understanding of the text.  All guided 
reading sessions will enable children to develop key skills such as: 

- Inference, deduction, literal retrieval, prediction and vocabulary meaning.  This is all 
developed through their own life experiences.  

-Identifying non- fiction text features such as diagrams and captions.  

-Summarising key ideas as they read- by identifying words in the absence of the 
author. 

-Talk about the structure 

-Analysing the text structure. 

-Evaluating information.  

 

Assessments 

In order to assess reading, St Joseph’s carries out the Schonell or Hodder Reading 
test each term according to a child’s ability.  This enables the class teacher to 
compare a child’s reading age with their chronological age.  The results are analysed 
by the English lead and discussed with the class teachers to identify the progress of 
individual children and specific groups such as SEND, EAL, Boys and girls.  Specific 
support is then given to identified children who require extra support and 
interventions.  For example Beanstalk and BRP.  

 

There is ongoing assessment against the National Curriculum statements. Rising 
Stars reading assessments and national test materials are used to inform teachers 
judgements to identify if a child is working at age related expectations.  These are 
carried out termly.  The information is also used by class teachers to identify areas 
that need further work on in class or guided reading.  Specific questions are 



identified for groups of children to work on.  These are addressed in guided reading 
or whole class reading.  Half termly assessments of phonic knowledge for early 
years and KS1 and half termly assessments of real and pseudo words for Y1 and 
children who will retake the Y1 phonics screening.  

 

Resources  

All classrooms have book areas that are stocked with a range of fiction, poetry and 
non-fiction texts. In order to broaden the range of books available to children a 
selection is borrowed from the DLR (Durham Learning Resources).  

In Foundation Stage and KS1 the schemes used are:  

- RWInc (for phonic decoding, spelling, segmenting and blending, oral and aural 
work, comprehension and developing writing skills)  

- Phonics Play 

- School banded reading scheme. 

- Project X for guided reading KS2 

-Lexia Learning (Computer Programme) 

-Fiction Express 

-Beanstalk 

In KS2 or KS1, if appropriate, pupils continue to progress through the school reading 
scheme until they have completed it and are then able to become a free reader.  The 
children can access reading age appropriate books.  They are Resources 
appropriate for SEND pupils are also available. The teacher ensures children are still 
reading challenging and appropriate texts for their age.  

 

Reading for Pleasure  

Children at St Joseph’s Primary School deserve a rich curriculum that encourages a 
love of literature. All classes share novels or stories at a designated time in the day 
and are given access to a wide range of texts throughout the curriculum. We believe 
that active encouragement of reading for pleasure is a core part of every child's 
educational entitlement, whatever their background or attainment, because we know 
that extensive reading and exposure to a wide range of texts make a huge 
contribution to students' educational achievement. To enhance pupils’ pleasure when 
reading, and to allow us to set suitable challenge for all pupils, we use Fiction 
Express.  Weekly, pupils will read their books and then complete quizzes and 
interact with the author as the end of each chapter. 

 



 

Home/ School Links  

We engage with parents to develop reading at St Joseph’s.  In the Foundation Stage 
and KS1 parents are invited to RWInc meeting, where the pedagogy behind phonics 
is explained and they are informed of ways in which they can help their child at home 
with their reading. Pupils select texts under the guidance of the teacher or teaching 
assistant for independent and home/school reading. Teachers monitor independent 
reading and discuss progress with individual pupils on a regular basis. It is also 
shared with parents on a termly basis through parent consultations.  

Every child in KS1 and KS2 has a home/school reading diary; it is the school’s 
expectation that these are used as a dialogue between teachers and parents. 
Parents may comment on their child’s reading and teachers keep parents updated 
on reading progress.  Children, at St Joseph’s, are expected to read at least three 
times within the week.  This must be signed in their reading record book.  If children 
are not reading at least three times within the week additional opportunities will be 
provided within the day.    Children have individual access to Fiction Express. 

 

Equality of Opportunity  

All of our children have equal access to reading provision and to the resources 
available. We recognise that some children take longer to develop the necessary 
skills and we cater for those children by providing additional opportunities for skills 
development. Children who need additional support are identified early and the 
impact of interventions is carefully monitored. SEND pupils are catered for, and 
progress is monitored according to their individual action plans.  

 

Rewarding Reading  

In order to encourage reading at home, children are rewarded for reading five or 
more times throughout the week. Rewards include an extra 5min play on a Friday. 
The individual child’s reading record must be signed by an adult to confirm reading 
has taken place.  All members of staff check this on a daily basis.  Children who do 
not read regularly at home or at least three times have support put in place to ensure 
that this happens in school. This support will be delivered by trained class teachers, 
teaching assistants and school lunchtime assistants and will ensure that children 
meet the expectations of St Joseph’s.  

 

At St Joseph’s we endeavour to support each child to read at least once throughout 
the week.  This enables staff to check their reading level and assess their 
understanding of a text.  Reading records are kept by every member of staff and 



tracked carefully by senior management each week.  Specific children can then be 
identified for the next week who may need extra support.  


